Syapse provides clinical intelligence and real-world insights to health systems to help them grow and scale precision medicine programs

**syapse Executive**  
*Leaders can identify areas for program growth and benchmark progress against the Syapse Learning Health Network*  
- Monitor molecular testing trends  
- Ensure adherence to standard-of-care testing practices  
- Quantify precision medicine program impact  
- Understand clinical data quality at your health system to drive improvement

**syapse Insights**  
*Researchers can build intelligence about the oncology population to optimize the clinical trial portfolio and benefit from our life sciences partnerships*  
Includes Syapse Executive, plus:  
- Increase clinical trial access by leveraging data and life sciences partnerships  
- Assess feasibility for opening potential new trials  
- Identify patients to receive newly approved treatments  
- Publish on real-world outcomes data from the Syapse Learning Health Network

**syapse Oncology**  
*Clinical care teams can incorporate integrated patient data and real-world evidence into workflows and leverage data for clinical decision support*  
Includes Syapse Executive and Syapse Insights, plus:  
- Simplify molecular tumor board case prep and review  
- View standardized molecular test results across disparate labs  
- Identify new targeted therapy options for patients  
- Refer previously unidentified patients to genetic counseling

For more information about working with Syapse, reach out through our website: syapse.com